
 

May 25, 2008 

Dear Family and Friends, 

What could be more rewarding than helping children?!  

At the 100-hole Golf Marathon on June 7, 2008, I’ll be 

playing for Justice For All (JFA), an organization that helps 

save children like Katie (right). 

I’ll compete not only for the lowest score, but more 

importantly to raise the most money possible for JFA to also 

train students like Nicole to save children. 

This month [January 2008] a baby is due to be born whose 
mother had scheduled an abortion….  Another baby's life 
was saved because I [was trained by] Justice For All.  I'll 
send you a picture of the baby when he or she comes!!     
-Nicole 

Next year JFA hopes to teach 2,000 students like Nicole to 

share the truth about abortion in a Christ-like manner with 

thousands of their friends and families. 

In 2008-2009 JFA will give these trained students the 

opportunity to show and tell more than 300,000 high school 

and college students the truth about abortion. 

Please take a few minutes to read more about JFA’s amazing 

ministry in the enclosed flyer.   

So many people lose – so much is lost in a single abortion.  

And over 3,700 unborn children lose their lives daily in the 

U.S. by abortion!   

The obvious question is how much is it worth spending to save 

even one of these lives? 

Far more than I personally could ever give, which is why I’m asking you to financially 

partner with me to help JFA reach children and families like Katie.  

Use the enclosed response form to sponsor me in JFA’s 100-hole golf marathon on June 9th 

to raise much needed funds for JFA’s training program for the school term 2008-2009. 

Your generous gift will enable us together to make a difference for children! 

Sincerely, 

Travis Phillips 
 

Call me at phone (805.423.6163), or phone the director of JFA, David Lee (800.281.6426) if you 

have questions and/or for more information. 

Amy saw the Justice For All (JFA) 

Exhibit at the University of North 

Texas (UNT), three months before 

she learned that her roommate was 

pregnant and considering abortion.               

Amy learned how to use JFA’s small, 

handheld Exhibit brochure to share 

the truth about abortion with her 

roommate. 

Three years later she returned to the 

Justice For All Exhibit at UNT to 

share this picture of her roommate’s 

daughter with the JFA director, 

saying: 

“Meet Katie*. She would not be alive 

today if [JFA] had not taught me how 

to make abortion unthinkable for my 

roommate.”                *Not her real name. 


